Board of Trustees Meeting 1/13/22 Transcript
So it is 4:03. Okay. Um approval and changes to the agenda, you know I have a bunch of additions were
making um um but if we could add to new business um Well one of them is the zoom expense. We have
to approve that. Um So that would be J. K. The meeting notice that we just got from the town that we
have to notify the b and the news um uh L would be the conflict of interest forms that we usually signed
the first month of the year. I was thinking about that. Yeah I forgot those two. For the for the friends.
Well I think maybe with the board. Um Would it make sense to just you know on your own time at some
point this, you know this month, go in and sign it. Um Yeah, I can't even, I can't even email them and if
anyone wants to print and sign it and just you have the forms at the town clerk's office and we could just
drop in or do we have to get them somehow? Well this is this is not the town clerk, this is our own
library board conflict of interest policy. We have to know. Okay. Okay. But but what you're talking about
to ken because Barb and I are supposed to go in and sign the oath of office and I've got apparently that
has to happen for the youth board to I got to notice about the youth board but not the so anyway, so
but can we drink if I happen to be down there at some point next week, can I just stop in and sign it?
Sure. What I'll do is I'll have everything ready so that if you stop in um the staff can just grab it for you.
Okay. That's probably that would be great. And what about what about the other ones? Do do I need to
do that in town hall? Yes, that the oath of office, is that yeah. Yes, that's a good point too because I'll
need that for the state report. I think both of you have to do it next month. Yes. Yeah. Right. Right. Okay.
Um And the other thing, the the final one I have is um the director's performance evaluation, she
conveniently forgot about that. I thought you just did that within the last six months or so. We did it last
year. I mean we do it every January. It's been that long. Yeah, I mean it just rolls around so fast. So um
so anyway, anything else care that we need to add to the agenda? No, I think you've got it. All okay. All
right. Uh So with those changes, can I have a motion to accept the amended agenda? Can I say Okay,
who's somebody? Okay. All in favor. Hi. Okay. The meeting minutes of December nine. Um Everybody
had a chance to look at those barb. Does them so soon and then I read them and then I forget so, but I
didn't have, I like to do them there soon so that she doesn't forget to do them. So can I have a motion to
approve the meeting minutes of December 9? I'll make the motion 2nd favor high three of us. Um But
four of us. Yeah, I'm okay. Okay. And Karen, your report. Okay. Thank you. Sue lots to report. Um as you
may have heard in the news a few weeks ago, libraries did get kn 95 masks. Um It was announced at the
county executive's press conference. Um He did say at the press conference. Libraries don't have them
yet. Don't go there yet, but that's not what happened our phones were ringing off the hook people
coming in which I thought great, we'll get some new people, they might get a library card, but none of
that happened unfortunately. Um when we did get the masks, we only got 50 and they were gone in a
matter of a couple hours and we didn't even notify anyone that they were here. It was and then for two
weeks after it's just been non style um phone calls. So I do have it on the phone message that we don't
have them and that is helping a little bit, but we were not given anything close to meeting the demand
as I think the town experienced this past Tuesday with, were these the ones were these the packages of
10? Yes, it was 50 10 packs and we were instructed by the county to give away 1 10 pack per person, not
break them up etcetera. Yeah. And of course every single person who came in needed more than one
And they had reasons why. And we just have to explain, well there's 10 in here. They are reusable so you
can share them with your other family members and friends. And it was honestly, it was a bit stressful
for us. Any idea if you're going to get any more. I know it sounds like they're just going to be giving them
to the towns from now. That's good. Yeah, it is. I think they're better equipped to to handle it especially
um which I was also going to mention as part of my report. Um A lot of libraries are struggling right now
with staffing. Some have got too close or shorten their hours. I learned that the act meeting this past
Saturday, that system wide, 55 staff members are out right now in quarantine zone with COVID. I had a
director meeting this week on zoom and several of the directors were zooming in from home because
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they had Covid and the whole family has Covid, it's just everywhere. So I don't even want to say it out
loud with Jason but we are doing okay as of today. But we're just being really careful to space the staff
out, trying to maintain that distance between each other. Staff are wearing the kn 95 masks or double
masking hi in windows. You know, everything we possibly can do to keep everyone safe here and Covid
free at work. Uh huh. And just hope that it continues. But other libraries are are not doing that. Has
anyone in your library had Covid? Thank God, you know, But to be honest, it's I feel like it's just a matter
of time. Right the way the numbers are just unbelievable 19,000 this past week. But we're I'm doing
everything I can to keep everyone safe at work and a good job. I can't control what we do outside of
work but at work I will provide a safe familiar. Mhm. You know the positivity rate is about 23 or 24%. It
wasn't it last year when they wouldn't let you open until I get below four or something last year. At this
time we were doing curbside service. Yeah, but we didn't have the vaccine to the extent that none of us
were vaccinated. Right, right by the way, um I just ordered Through Amazon, I got 50 of the K- 95 mask.
It was 100 hours. So I'm not saying you should service the whole community, but if it comes to that, I got
it like the next day. So I mean it's out there to get right. When did you get the black ones? Are the white
ones? Black ones. Because the inside is white. No, but the outside is black. That's what I'm looking for.
Okay. It's my understanding that the towns will be getting more from the county, from the state and the
county and they'll be doing more giveaways. And when I talked to the person at the town, they told me
to just keep checking their website, right? They only gave out two masks. Two not two packs, two
masks. So if they had a If they if they have a 10 pack or whatever, they opened them up and just took
out two. Moving on to more positive news and my my director report Um for the summer. As you know,
we wrapped up all of our 200th anniversary Events including the party where we had 77 attendees. And
I think everything went really well despite the high winds that evening. We also had our reading log
challenge and announced the winners, the three winners and they each want to kindle paperweight and
we were able to post the pictures of the winners on our Facebook page, we sold 42 of the
commemorative ornaments And we compiled a list of 200 book recommendations that were solicited
from our patrons. And that is linked on our website. And we have a printed list here in the library that
people are taking. And we probably saw from my email that the library is now on Instagram and it's
been going really well. We already have over 100 followers and it just keeps growing. So it's a great way
for us to reach um more people with our library events and resources. Um Also in your packet, I did
include um something I like to do every year, which is just a highlight, some highlights of the year. And
it's always interesting for me to do this because I forget, you know, as the year goes on, I forget what
what we've done and going back This year, especially so much has changed um from in 2021, as I
mentioned, we began the year doing curbside service um and the building was closed but we reopened
On Tuesday January 26 was when we reopened the building, when the numbers were starting to go
down a little bit, but we were still doing virtual programs in January and we didn't start in person
programming until May and that was just a very gradually start. Um so a lot of changes during this past
year, Of course, the biggest thing was planning for that 200th anniversary and all the many events we
did for that. And one of the biggest stories was us, our two teams coming in 1st and 2nd place for battle
of the books, something we're very proud of and all of the new kids we created, whether it was the ones
that john created um the gardening and birdwatching, the high team, Meagan STEM kits or my memory
kits and then Meagan's literacy kits. So, you know, despite the pandemic, we still were able to
accomplish a lot. We just have to pace ourselves. It wouldn't know that there was endemic based on
what all the things that you did this year. Yeah, that's the thing, when I look back, I think, oh, we really,
we really did a lot and yeah, it's hard to see it in a minute in the moment, but when you look back mhm.
And then we also have some great publicity in the b in December, I included three different articles that
were in the b About all about our 200th anniversary. And I'm looking towards the future and some great
publicity. As far as our statistics, they are, Well, they look great. But the reason they look great is
because uh comparing December 2021 To the previous one. We were last last December. We were, it
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was also a curbside months. So the numbers were much lower. So that's why our numbers are so looks
so high in the report. Mhm. Statistics are difficult to to get any information from really right now
because we're so all over the place, way down, you know, And for for the year for new library cards, we
have 249 Children get a new library card 256 adults got a new library card. And I also included our
Sunday circulation for the fall. Um as we discussed at the friends meeting previously, the numbers are
low. Um So I'll keep my eye on that to see if they if they start to improve. But so far Sundays have been a
very quiet day for us. And lastly, I just want to thank all of you spend another challenging year and we
couldn't have accomplished what we did without without all of your support and all the staff and myself
really appreciate the support from this board of trustees. So thank you. You're very welcome. You make
it easy. And yes, and the staff were very blessed to have such a nice working relationship with everybody
at the library. Yeah. I like the cat. Pete the cat. He's the mascot now, I guess we'll have to bring him back
soon. Yeah. He's not an employee. That's right. Alright. Not yet. Okay. Thank you very much, Cara. Very
good busy report. Um Donna public comment. Uh We had our annual meeting um this afternoon and
we did have one visitor which is kind of kind of neat and she did have a couple of comments and uh just
came on board to listen to what we were doing. So that was kind of nice. Uh we’re planning for our
events this year. And we're also uh we've also talked about having some money in reserve for Sundays
and we're going to be further discussing how much and where we put it and how it's going to be
reported. So um I think that's about it. Okay. Um Okay. On to the finance financial information here, uh
December report. Um Does anybody have any uh questions about the balances, the receipts, the
deposits, any of that? I didn't want to show you these are the aprons, the king. Oh, aren't those 19? Oh
cool. Are they black or blue? They're blue. We got them in black. They didn't, they were out of the navy
blue and black just to make the logo kind of popped right. We have six of these to use for any of our
future events. We can use them for chicken barbecues if we want? How many did we get? six page
already likes wearing them when she was working at the desk. Do they have pockets? They do. Oh that's
great costume. Well if there's no if there are no questions about the uh December financial report can I
have a motion to accept it? I'll make the motion I'll let you in second. Okay thank you. And all in favor I.
Okay the next is a discussion of the C. D. S. And Jan just checked out uh interest rates. Um So I don't
know if we've got two of them maturing this month. I don't know what what direction you'd like to take
with them. The interest is minimal but you're finding I mean it's possible the rates will go up but you
know what they're going to go up very gradually. I just heard and you know it's not going to be any giant
leap. So any suggestions? Well you know you made a good point about combining them. I mean we have
so many because historically the money came in you know different times. But is there any practical
reason why we me too. No not really. I and I I was suggesting it because I didn't know if perhaps the rate
could be would be any better if we deposited had a greater deposit. Um You know and we have enough
so that I mean I'm thinking ahead to costs that we might incur with the um uh redo of the of the staff
room but we've got, you know we have plenty of plenty of money and they're they're coming due at
various times during the course of the year. So you know, I don't think we'd have a problem if we did
find these two. Right, You want to check on that gin and see if it would make a difference in the rate. I
will. Okay then what should I do? Well right. Uh huh. The first what you're saying we don't we don't
need this money for that project. No, I mean if you look at the rest of, you know the number of cds and
we've got them do um all the way through the year, you know, so if we had to cash in any of them
there's plenty of opportunity to do that when they expire. I was gonna say when they reach whatever
their dates at the end of the month Don't we have some time to decide to roll it over? We have 10 days
10 days. So when the one comes due on the 24th We have that time to wait until the other one comes
due on the 28th. And then how much how much are we talking about anyway? $28,109 total. If you had
them both together. Yeah I don't I don't think the breakpoints Usually it's like 1000 or 10,000 or 100,000
or something like that. Well we have enough we have enough in the in the other balance that we could
round it to 30,000 if that made a difference. I mean I would I would suggest authorizing jam to get the
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information and makes any difference. Do that? Do what? Combined combined transfer something from
something else. You know if the breakpoint was 30,000 take it from somewhere else combine it. It
doesn't make any difference. But where is this someplace else that I take it from? That? The bank on
buffalo checking account is it's a 51,000. I mean we could take if we needed to round up to 30,000 to get
a better interest rate. We could take money from that and okay and if it's not a better interest rate just
take the money that's in the two C. D. S. And we knew them for another and combine them and make
them one. Yeah we might as well. But if it makes a difference then go ahead and take the money out of
the checking account and bump it up to 30,000. That makes sense. Yeah I don't have a problem with it.
Although I once again I don't think 30 is going to be the breaking point but I don't know who knows I
don't know either. Um Okay so I'll move that. We authorize Jan to check the interest rates. See if
combining the two and we need to add more to round up to me. If it would make a difference in the
interest rate and go ahead and Roll them into one. But excuse me. Either way I'm going to combine the
two. Yes. Okay. Yes. Yeah. Okay. Okay. So can I have a second to that? Motion a second man. Okay. And
all in favor. Hi I. Okay. Okay. All right. I gotta I gotta put somebody upstairs so she can't open the door
down here. Okay. Alright um The next item is the petty cash increase Kara, what's the what we're at?
What We're at $51. Although I'm about to by some program supplies so it'll go down. Um so we're
requesting 150 to replenish. Okay I'll move that. We Um replenish the Petty Cash Fund with $150. No
seconds Arab 2nd all in favour. Okay. Um I asked if john could put together the um the the final um on
the anniversary expenses and um we did okay um and if you had a chance to look that over um What we
spent, It was almost 5000 and we we authorized 6000 and ah We also took in 27 75 so the total spent, It
was 38 62. Um which wasn't bad I don't think for the whole here and all the things that went on and the
gala and there's still some beverages left Kara. Okay. If anybody wants to buy wine for whatever it is,
$19 a box. It's available. That's the only thing that would be added to this if we ah sold the rest of the
beverages. Is that all that's left? Just some wine and if we don't have we all have to get together and
drink it, that will be that will be the yeah that's what we'll have to do. It will be a tough job but
somebody's gotta do it. How much one is left? Eight eight Any Beer? No, just eight boxes of wine. Okay.
Alright well if anybody's having guests or a party you know remember that I don't know what else to tell
you uh ken ken said that you know as as long as we're not selling it outside of the group of the
community that you know that we're okay. So we don't want to you know put an ad in the paper that
the library, okay, expired doesn't have an expiration date. Those little boxes are pretty good. They
because they're all sealed? Yeah if they're not open they should be fine. We'll have a party when the
pandemic. So there we go. Isn't isn't that medication against the virus works for me? I heard that's one
of the tests if you smell it means that you don't have Covid and then if you can taste it, you still don't
have Covid then you're good. That's right. That's good. That's good. So does anybody have any questions
about the the anniversary expenses or any of that Are we gonna keep selling the ornaments because we
seem to have we have like 50 left. Yeah I mean we can sell those all year and maybe you know maybe
um you know promote them a little more if they're still left at christmas time next year because it's still
it's still a valid you know I'm sure. Yeah. Okay. Okay. All right thank you. Thank john for putting all that.
That was great. Great keeping track of us. Yes mm hmm. Okay. Um also in the packet is the budget vote
for 2022. We were just waiting for the the final tally on our um interest rate on the C. D. S. Which came
out to um what was it Was almost 2000. Yeah it was 1900 something. So we were pretty close. The only
thing that we weren't close on. Um are the projected revenues or requests for donations. And we had in
our budget 12,000. And actually in 2021 There was over $23,000 in bequests and donations. But I think
probably being on the conservative side of that is not a bad thing Because you just don't know uh I think
we can usually count on the McDavid's stuff but you know beyond that. Uh yes that 10,000. Yeah. Right.
Um So um you know we balanced the budget by putting some money and more money into the building
improvement actually because we figured with the, with the uh staff room improvements that we've,
you know, we can bump that up and then we have the accumulated reserves um out there for the world
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to see. Um So does anybody have any questions or concerns about this budget? Anybody? No problems.
Yeah. Do you have a question? Somebody I said no problem with it. Okay. Alright. So can I have a motion
to accept the 2022 Local funds budget? I'll make the motion Jan 2nd, 2nd 2nd. Okay. All in favor. Alright,
okay, good, good. Um old business, the building maintenance update the staff room renovations.
Nothing is happening yet but care if you want to just explain where we are with. Sure. I I spoke to bob
after our last meeting and he let me know that Michelle um who we wanted to walk through with just
got a promotion in the town. And so he asked that I wait a little bit so that she can, you know, learn on
the job and get adjusted. And so I will contact, you know, probably try next week or so see if she has any
the whole time comments to walk through so we can figure out our first steps. Mm hmm. Okay. And
after the last meeting, I did ask care if I could be included in whatever meetings there are or somebody
from the board just so that we are kind of in the loop on each step as we progress along the way, so we
can let people know about, about kids that are happening, okay, otherwise the building is sound and not
leaking and the elevator work. Okay. I just put on here the 2\/100 anniversary evaluation I think
between the friends, friends meeting and here we've kind of, you know, agreed that it was a, a really
good year and you know, the staff did a terrific job of all the other activities and the gala was great and
you know, if anybody, anybody has anything else to add or any complaints feel free. I said in the other
meeting, we'll do it again in 100 years. Yeah, there you go. I do have to tell you all how sweet ale was.
He sat with gemini for most of the evening, except for the fact that he fell, I don't know if anybody saw
that. Um and he made, he wanted to make very light of it. He didn't want to talk about it, But he was, he
was very impressed and he seemed to be having a very good dinosaur. Just want to let you know that.
And I did want to mention that my son John had suggested that we do a time capsule that we should
have done that on the 200th anniversary. Well, it's under new business. It's under new business. Okay,
yep, yep. Um Okay. Oh, and then, okay, so now we have election of officers, um uh we can't approve
these already. Does anybody have any any concerns about this particular vote? Seeing as how my only
concern is, is that all four of us that are in office are the only four representing the board today, I was
just noticing that. So, you know, but we are we are a quorum a good selection of officers that yeah,
there we go. Alright, well then I'm going to make the motion that we accept the slate as prevented and
approve it. I'll second the motion. Okay. All four of us are in favor. Right. Yeah. Wouldn't it be something
if one of us, was it Okay. All in favor. Right, okay. But thanks everybody. That's great. Um anything on
the little libraries project, cara No, I was hoping to ask bob, so I will I will follow up with him outside of
the meeting. Okay. It was what the rotary club progresses and you know, I brought it up this morning
and right now they're now they're gonna do, there's we're going to do ours and there'll be discussions
so that are complementary? Not, you know, but not as of this minute, there's nothing more being done,
you know? Okay. I think um I thought they were going to get to and then we were going to supply the
books, is that still the plan? Okay. But as to where it'll be and actually putting it up, You're right, bob is
the one sort of coordinating and we can't do anything now anyways, so mother and everything else. So
this is in lieu of us doing our own. Well, no, you're, they're gonna do to then. I think the library wanted
to do their own somewhere else. Oh, I thought it, I thought we decided that we were gonna just partner
with the rotary club instead of doing our own. I was under the impression that you got all the books
correct. But actually putting up, Let's say there's 4, 2 and two. Um, maybe I misunderstood. Are you
talking about funding them? Okay, so the rotary is prepared to fund too. Yes. Okay. So if we wanted to
do an additional two, we could do that. What do you think about that, Kara? Um, I guess I would have a
few questions, but what we use the same model that they're using just for consistency, things like that.
Um, will depend on locations chosen. This is what's got to be discussed. I know 11 place would be by the
rotary park on central, across from scoops, another would be over near where the old library, you know,
it's a church now. Yeah, I mean, and then anywhere else, you know, whoever has ideas we have to
discuss, you know, but nothing, nothing has been actually decided as in those places, but those seem to
be the most popular. Excuse me, Why would we do one by scoops when that's, in my opinion, so close
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to the library because in the rotary wants to put it there because we have the park there. It's not it's not,
it's across the street from schools. Mhm. That's the rotary park and that makes sense. That makes sense.
Okay, so we can talk about the, yeah, I have a question, who would take care of these, these little
libraries? I mean, who would make sure that there were the books were there and he would be doing
that. So, that would be another. The question is, you know, for example, we would be stopping by to fill
them up and to call for my, in theory, people put books in there too, you know, I don't know how that
works, you know, to start with the two, this hasn't been decided. It's just the idea is being floated
around and I mean, it's progressed from nothing to something, you know? But mm hmm. That would be
nice if somebody from the rotary would be the liaison to go and check up and to see if there were any
books that were needed, If they were, you know, if the little libraries were empty and could come to the
library and get books instead of having staff do that. Because if they're, you know, all over like four
corners of the town, that's a lot of it's a lot of work and a lot of driving around too. So maybe you could
propose that to the to the to the to the rotary. And then it wouldn't be so bad if the library didn't fund
to extras, it would be four then sponsored almost like sponsored by the rotary or that the rotary could
take credit for and if they would upkeep it once again nothing is decided. Alright. Those were just the
two places are the ones discussed and The four is an idea. Okay. Alright. It's still it's still a work in
progress. So um Well I think if bob has a report next month we can because I think probably the next
step is uh is the the the the library itself, the whatever it's going to look like um the structure. So you
know, if the if the rotary decides on that um then for uniformity, the library could you know provide too
as well, you know, and then work out the details about maintaining them, you know? But wait, but
nothing's gonna happen until everybody agree. Right. Right. Right, okay. And and they're informed, you
know. Right. Right, okay. Volunteer gifts. Kara. Yes, this is on the agenda because the board approved
them last month and then after the meeting we went to buy them and the price increased. Um So I ran
it by suit and we did go ahead and purchase them but I just need the board to approve The increase in
price. So they worked $12 each and they went up to $14 each. So the total that we paid was $84 for the
six volunteer gifts, which they all lost? Good. Um So that was You bought, you bought how many of
them? 6, 6 of them. So the total increase 12 hours was was $12. Okay. They were $12 each. And then,
but then when we went to buy them, they increased to $14 each, $2 apiece. So it's a $12 increase. Yes.
Yes. Yes. So can I have a motion to Approved the increase of $12 for the volunteer gifts? Make the most
jen and barb. Okay. All in favor. All right. So under new business um Yeah, the time capsule that was
john Yarborough's idea to um, uh, to uh think about putting in a time capsule and I don't know if that's
something we want to bounce around a little bit figure out. Have maybe staff couldn't have some ideas
about things to put into it or where to put it or whether to do it at all. Um But it seemed like it seemed
like a timely idea. Um and I don't know When it would be opened another 50 years or when
something's, you know, so that it would be 20, would be far enough back that anything put into it might
be interesting, surprising. Well, of course one of the things we're gonna have to put in there is a mask
enhanced sanitizer. Exactly. Exactly. So what does anybody, but I think, I'm sorry, go ahead. No, I just
said, what does anybody think? Go ahead. Oh, well, what I think is I think it would be a good idea to find
out from the staff what kind of things they think should be included. Maybe get a list together and go
over it at the next meeting and see what we feel we should include in it. And then maybe it might be, it
might be something that patrons could, um, participate in two, you know, if you were going to put
something in a time capsule, you know, on the grounds of the library, what would you put in it? And it
might be something you might get some interesting suggestions from, from patrons, You know, that's a
great idea. I do have a question. I'm in favor of it, but you gotta figure out how you in your mind or
you're looking to dig a hole and put something in the ground or wreck something above ground since we
don't own the ground. You know, I, I, I I think some kind of structure In the building with a sign or
something letting people know that this will be opened in 50 years? I don't know. That's yeah, that's an
interesting proposal. Yeah. Yeah. Okay, well, shall we talk about it some more in another month? Just
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ruminate a little bit and see if we can get some ideas. Yeah, that would be great. Okay. I'll put it on the
agenda for next month and we'll see what we make any progress. Good idea. Okay. Okay. Thanks. John
for us. Okay. You had in the packet the contract extension. It's not, we don't need to vote. It's just the
annual, you know, fill in the gap between this time of year and when the, when the contract actually
actually begins. Um, does anybody have any questions about that? Okay then we've got the personnel
policies, resolution 2022-1 and changes to the sexual harassment policy. Yes. Which actually that policy
is included in that contract extension packet. And I did look and the sexual harassment policy changes
were very minor. It was changing the job title from human resources manager to human resources
officer and then the address was updated. So they were very minor changes. Okay. Uh does anybody
have any any discussion about any of the other for the, for the information you were given? Great. Can I
have a a motion to approve to approve the resolution? Yes, I will make that motion 2nd. Okay. Any
other discussion. Okay. All in favor? Hi. Hi. No. In your packet also was a schedule of policy review the
2022. That's just just letting us know what we're going to be um um Approving over the next year. I
think there were four that we're going to be looking at this year. And also we're the survey results, those
were kind of interesting to read, especially people's comments. Um Karen noted that you know, it was a
light, what was the number of participants in that era? 57? Most responses were online. We didn't have
paper copies of the survey, but people seem to prefer the online format. Mhm. Um The question would
be, and I'm sorry, how many people did you say participated? Karen 57 57. Um It's yeah, I I was too. Um
so the question is, is there anything in the survey that we should be looking to work on to make any
improvements to meet customers satisfaction? Um Did anything jump out at anybody? Two? I just
wanted to comment. Um because this is something that I think about, you know, how is the best way for
us to reach our patrons and get the word out and library Signage website and facebook page for the top
ones about how people find out about our events and services. Um The bee was quite low and that's
something I've suspected. How I kind of improved here from this survey is we're not really reaching
people through the being, but we are reaching people through facebook and instagram and I think that's
a lot of people when they come in, they say, oh I saw it on facebook all I just saw this on facebook. Um
So it gives me kind of a direction on burden, put our energies into promotional materials. Obviously we'll
still send information to be, but I just don't see it reaching people the way that it used to. I think there
are a lot of new people in town that just well newish that you know for whom the B. Is not a, you know a
priority. So um I still wonder why I get it, but it's mostly because so I can see what they're printing about
the library care. I did want to say in the comments made. I am. I cannot tell you how thrilled I am.
There's so many people think so highly of you and the staff. There are a lot of positive comments. Yeah,
that means a lot. Thank you. Mhm, yep. Okay. Um Anything else on the survey results? I mean, one of
the reasons we did it was because we were looking at our goals for you know, the long range plan and I
think that was done so thoroughly by care that we probably um don't need to add anything to it, not this
time around anyway. Okay, okay. Um onto spending some money here uh care is suggesting that we
create an annual budget for craft supplies rather than you know, every month or two coming uh to the
board with some suggestions, you know, or items that Meagan in particular would be interested in
getting for for her programs And she suggested $2,000 for an annual budget for craft supplies. What do
you think about that based on what we spent last year. Yes. Megan went through and kind of broke
down how, how she spent money last year. Um What we would also include in this budget is the money
from the Elks grant that Camille got for us specifically for craft supplies for the make and take kits. Um
and we still have 892 left of that money That we could combine with. If you approve the $2,000. Um
that should that should be plenty for this year. I think that's a that's a good idea. It allows her to shop
ahead and you know, kind of you know um you know maybe. Mhm. Spend uh you know hi more
carefully. I don't know. She does a good job anyway. So this could also just as an aside we are going to
start having the youth Bureau come again and I know Camille Road and that elk's brand to use that
money towards the crafts that the Youth Bureau needs. Um and we just mindy just emailed she's
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requesting. I think it's something like $212 so I can just pull it from this budget. Yeah. Yeah, we can get
that. Yeah. Okay, so it's a good pool of money for all of that. Okay um I'll move that. We expend $2,000
for craft and annual budget for craft supplies. I have a second. Alright ken all in favor. Hi. Okay. We need
a frame for the lego wall. I will slow motion all in favor say, aye. Okay. The Children's literacy area. Do I
have the right amount on here? Um No it is. You're just missing a number. It was 3 78 28. 3 78 28. That's
a big difference. Sorry, I'll make the motion second all in favor. Bye bye. Okay, now here's the invoice for
the friends. Um The friends has friends group voted to expand 40 to 41 79 For the 15 Sundays Uh in
2021, the Fall Sundays. And so there they're making the check out to the Lancaster Public library. We are
going to turn around and write a check in the same amount to the Buffalo and Erie County public library
system. So do we have to vote to authorize payment? Mhm. So I move that we uh authorized payment
of $4,241.79 to the Buffalo and Erie County Public Library system for Sunday hours. Second Jan any
questions? Okay. All in favor. Bye bye. Okay. Uh J is the zoom expense which is what 1999 Kara for the
month? Um It is 14 99 because Yeah. Yeah, I'll spare you the whole story. Um but I'm asking that you
approved the monthly fee of 1499 just because we don't know how long we'll have zoom for again.
Mostly not too long. Well it's supposed to inspire this weekend. I mean have you heard anything? Oh
yes. Well I haven't heard anything definitive but I did get an email that it is likely to be extended for the
open meetings law. I'll let you know as soon as I. You're definitively okay. I can't I can't imagine that with
the covid numbers. What they are. They wouldn't be all kinds of groups are going back to back to zoom.
Yeah. Sure. Yeah. I can see this may be lasting for a couple of months. Hopefully not too long. Yeah.
Okay. I'm I make a motion that we approved 1499 a month or zoom costs until further notice? Second.
Yeah. And circling all in favor. Bye bye. Alright. Kay. Is the meeting notice? Um I cannot remember does
the secretary do that notifying the B. And the Buffalo news of our um formally of our um meetings that
are open to the public. It always would be just, you would notify, you would notify the town clerk and
they would notify the press now. They're not doing that right. The town clerk is telling us that we need
to do that right. Yeah. Yeah. So um I don't care. I mean I'll do it if you want right then anybody. So who
has to be notified? The town clerk. No no no no no just the Buffalo news and the and the Lancaster B.
That our that our meetings are held every month on Thursday. And you know, that's the second. Do
they just need to be notified once? Like if I sent them both A letter at the beginning of the year, they
had four, the year of 2022. Our meetings are held at on this day of the month at this. Um I'm sorry. Can
you hang on one second. Thank you. Okay. I'll have somebody there. Mm hmm. I'm terribly sorry. My
grandson went to work not feeling well. Gasses, covid test and they're making a mark around six. So
now they came over and told them, oh, you look horrible. You should go home much. I'm so, I'm so
sorry, but I had to grab that because I knew if he was calling it was important. Okay. So I'm sorry. I was
sending letters to the Lancaster B and the Buffalo news regarding meeting times. Mhm. Do I need
something with this Lancaster library? Mm. Yeah, letterhead. Yeah, I can send that to you. Okay. But
there are, you know what if I'm going to stop next week to sign what I need to sign? But what am I
signing? I know I got it here somewhere if you don't mind. Okay, I'll sort it out. Wasn't there a model?
Diane Diane Terranova sent a memo? And how she does it? So that might be good to you, John
forwarded it to us. Right. Right. And then it's got the address of the Buffalo News and the b and what
they really need to know. Okay. Okay. And I will I will take care of getting that out then. Thank you. The
conflict of interest. We've talked about needing to go into the library and sign that at some point during
the month. Okay. Um The director's performance evaluation, this is always a toughie. Um Here it makes
it very easy. I'm willing to work on it as somebody we're interested in helping. I'll help you. Not bad not
bad wants to do it. Fine. Well we can all do it. It's going to take 56 minutes because we all see how
wonderful Kara is and then we leave, the hardest part is finding the vocabulary to say nice and great job.
Right. Do it as part of our next meeting. Um Just a after come early. Yeah we could do them. Um Yes
that would be February. Right. Mhm. Yeah. Okay. Uh Yeah maybe maybe I can send a form around for
people to do ahead of time. Something like that so that we don't have to spend a whole lot of time over
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every item. Would that work? Yeah sure. All right. I'll do that. Do I believe the next meeting February
10th. Mhm. Okay. And then should I work on my part or wait until no you go ahead. Yeah you go ahead
and work on your test too. Okay and then we'll get them together at some point. Okay. So so all of us
can are jeremy, So we just want to come come next month early, like 3:00. Um Yeah, well we'll we'll be
here at the end of the friends meeting three o'clock. We'll just say that our with uh Yeah. Okay. All right.
For some reason if for some reason we're still doing zoom next month, we could do this conversation
through zoom. Uh We well, we could but Kara would be hosting um um What I could do is I could set up
a zoom for you and then just leave the room. Yeah. Or we could or we could meet in the library. I mean,
you know, we could libraries open. I mean, you know, I don't have a problem going. Yeah. Yeah. Right.
Okay. I mean if we're doing zoom at two o'clock and doing zoom at four o'clock, could we just continue
like to do this on zoom? Okay. Alright. 3:00 on 10 February. Okay. Okay. I'll and I'll get I'll get the forms
out to everybody. Okay. All right. The only other thing that I also thought of was that we did have an act
we did have an act meeting on Saturday morning, last Saturday morning. Um And I was looking around
for my for my notes um Uh surprising there were there were I don't know, 70 or did you say 70 or 80
people on their yeah, they were they were who went from Lancaster, pardon? I did. I did. I think it was
the three of us. I had a question when they said that we need trust the education, we have to have two
hours of trustee education. Mhm. Is an act meeting considered part of the education? Yes. Okay. Until
20 until next year. 2020, you know that in the future would count. Right, right. Yeah. We didn't learn
about the director soon. Yeah. The system director that they have eight or 9 candidates that I believe
they're interviewing this week over Zoom. They're not releasing the names yet and they will, they will
narrow it down to hopefully three and bring them here next month. Mhm. That's when we'll obviously
learn who they are and be more involved in the interview process. Yeah. Are they outside candidates?
We don't know anything. No, not yet. Yeah, but I think, I think so. It will not be Janine could not be less
interested and hopefully it won't be carol we want you here And Maureen McGlockton, one of the
administrators down there. Her last day of work is tomorrow. So that that administration is Yeah, a lot
of holes getting smaller and smaller and smaller. Yeah, Yeah, Yeah. I was just thinking, I mean, ken stone
talks a little bit more about construction grants. I mean that was um and uh and then there was a
discussion at the end bob Adler um uh I can't even remember what it was about. Trying to remember. It
was about uh, basically local history and libraries collecting local history. I don't know if he's aware
because I know he's a trustee, the Concord library, but it's pretty commonplace for libraries to have a
local history collection. Yeah, I think we did an outstanding job explaining our history of Lancaster. Oh, I
was glad to have the opportunity to do that, you know, because it's such a nice job explaining it to
everybody. And we also talked about pegs. Now, Jack and I are working on the on the contract itself and
trying to make it more understandable. And the first step I put together that I reorganized, just
organized the contract with headings and subheadings. And that's, I think the first step to try to get that
too, the trustees and have each library vote on that format. And then there are a couple more steps that
we're going to take to make the language more um more understandable and, and do some
reorganizing of the pieces. Nothing will be changed in substance. It's just making it more more user
friendly. You know, you got it away from the lawyers. Well, well, you know, that's going to be a big step
because we have to we have to talk to the system lawyer too, you know, make any progress on this. But
but we were just we were we were very close to getting this started before the pandemic and then
everything came to a screeching halt and then um uh now we've decided to wait until there's a new
director and you know, put it in front of that person and you know, um um get get by and at that level
and and move on from there. But anyway, otherwise um yeah, that was the act meeting. Okay. Do you
have a date for the next meeting? No. Um they're I don't think they've published one yet, no. Okay.
Mhm. Well, it probably would be, it'll probably be March just because we've always had a workshop in
March and you know, I doubt that that would be um in person by then. I can't imagine that it would be
so might be another zoom thing. I don't know. So anything else for the good of the order, anybody,
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anybody? No. Okay. So can I ask for a motion to adjourn? I'll make a motion Jan Okay. One second.
Okay, ken all in favor. High High. Okay. Goodnight everyone. And Goodnight. Goodnight. Yes, we were
we were pretty lucky to see Hamilton's, weren't we? Were you know, I thought that we were so lucky.
Yeah, because I think of all the people that tickets were so disappointed. I know. I know"
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